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Nominations
Three candidates compete for top position
Nominations for student body officers
and court members for the 1971-72 school
year were held Tuesday night in the
chemistry auditorium.

Three candidates were nominated for
the positions of president and vice
president, six for High Court, four for the
position of Junior High Court, and six

Senate grants funds
for Speakers Bureau
By MAUREEN LUDIAN
Staff Writer
A bill appropriating $1000 to the
Speakers Bureau from Student Government funds was passed by Student Senate
Monday night.
The Speakers Bureau budget was
recently eliminated because of a six per
cent cut in the budgets of all state
agencies. According to Jr. Senator Gerry
Hough, who is also a member of the
Speakers Bureau, part of this money will
be used to pay for a speaker during Black
Awareness Week in March.
A resolution to continue membership in
the National Student Association and to
join the Association of Student Governments was passed.
Sr. Senator Bob Behling of the Extramural Committee reported that the
advantages of dual membership were
worth the cost since their "services are
complementary." Membership in each
organization is $100 per school year.
Senate also passed a resolution having
teacher evaluations administered by
Student Government once a year, with
the results being given to department
heads.
A bill requesting a black administrator
or student on the admissions committee
of the University was passed. The bill
also requested the formation of an advisory committee to help guide the administration's policies and decisions
concerning minority group students.
Hough said the purpose of this bill was
to specifically help black students on
campus.
Sr. Senator Brad Keeney of the

were nominated for the position of the
Lesser Court of Appeals.
General elections will be held for these
positions Tuesday, March 9 with runoff
elections planned for Thursday, March
11. Nominees will have two weeks prior
to these dates for campaigning.
Approximately 200 students attended
the nominations from all classes. Framp
Durban headed the nominations, as other
members of the Election Board tallied
the votes.
When the number of candidates for
nomination exceeded the number of
possible nominees, votes were held
among those present to determine which
candidates would gain a position on the
ballot.
The candidates for the office of
president are Gerry Hough, Jerry Massie
and Jackie Shuler.
Hough is a junior and political science
major from Annapolis, Md. Gerry is
presently a High Court member, junior
class president, and a juniorsenator, as
well as member of the President's
Cabinet and Speakers Bureau. Other
activities include Blue Key and ATO, and
the Debate Team.
Jerry Massie is a junior from
Sayreville, N.J., majoring in chemical
engineering. He is a member of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineering (AICHE).

BEHLING
Residence Halls Committee reported
that he had received a letter from
Manning N. Lomax, director of residence
halls, stating that women will definitely
be housed on west campus in dorms 9 and
10 next year.

Jackie Shuler, from Holly Hill, is a
junior majoring in animal science.
Jackie is president of Gamma Rho
fraternity and vice president of the Block
and Bridle Club. He is also an IFC
representative and a member of the
Agriculture and Biology Council.
Juniors John Marshall, Mike Hodge,
and Don Kelley were nominated for the
office of vice president.
Marshall is from Spartanburg and a

political science major. John is a senior
prosecuting attorney and a defense attorney for High Court, as well as a junior
senator, chairman of the Senate rules
committee, and member of Blue Key,
APO, Sigma Tau Epsilon, and the Central Spirit Committee.
Hodge is a chemical engineering major
from Sumter. He was a freshman senator
and is a member of AICHE.
Don Kelley is from Greenville and is
majoring in pre-dentistry. Don is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
Blue Key and the Block "C" Club. He is
also vice president of Tiger Brotherhood.
Nominated for Senior High Court were
Steve Avant, Jimmy Poole, Debbie
Carsey, Ron Twitty, Perry Mize, and
Gerry Beaman.
Candidates for the Junior High Court
positions were Marty Cope, John White,
Johnny Ward and Butch Mills.
The Lesser Court of Appeals nominees
were Bill Nelson, Tommy Crenshaw, Ron
Jayner, Richard Garrison, Harriet Ross
and Jim Atkins.
The polls will open at 9 a.m. March 9.
All students must have their activities
cards to vote.
At 6 p.m. the polls will close, and the
votes will be tallied by 9 p.m. that night.
The results will be posted outside the
Student Government room and on the
bulletin board next to the information
booth on the loggia. WSBF will also
broadcast the results.
Speeches by the candidates for
president and vice president will be held
Tuesday, March 2 at 1 p.m. in the amphitheater.
More door-to-door campaigning was
encouraged by the Election Board at the
nominations. This is designed to achieve
more personal contact between candidates and students.

Editorial

Calley, the Army's scapegoat
As the Fort Benning trial of Army
Lt. William Calley delves further into
the lugubrious details of the My Lai
massacre, it becomes evident that it
is not merely one soldier being tried.
The outcome of the court-martial will
have far-reaching effects, not only on
American military justice, but on the
very rudiments of the military
ideology itself.
Calley has testified that he did not
consider it a "big deal" to massacre
the inhabitants, many of them women
and children, of the hamlet of My Lai.
The victims were not human beings in
his mind, but rather animals. Thus
Calley felt that exterminating them
was an amoral act, not an immoral
one.
"Basically, all I could think of was
what I was taught, what I was supposed to do, what I was ordered to
do... All orders were to be assumed
legal. It was a soldier's job to carry
out any order given to the best of his
ability. You could be court-martialed
for refusing an order and in the face of
the enemy you could get the death
penalty," Calley said.

Calley does not deserve the entire
blame for the My Lai massacre. He
was merely a tool to be used by his
military superiors for whatever
purpose they deemed necessary.
However, he is certainly not the hero
that a few people tend he is. Any individual weak enough of character to
allow himself to be molded into such
an unquestioning, mindless murder
machine is not fit to be considered a
beneficial part of society.
The horrendous irony of the Calley
trial is that the Army has successfully

avoided having the blame for the
butcherings placed on any one individual's head. The military
hierarchy is deftly structured so as to
allow "passing the buck" whenever
such fiascos as the My Lai incident
are uncovered. The rationalization used by Calley and numerous others is
that they were only following orders;
when accusations are then directed at
the next level of the hierarchy, one
hears the same thing all over again,
and so on, ad nauseum.
Calley's testimony implies that

Violence as a means of accomplishing
student ends is gradually fading from the
nation's campuses. It is official, now that
Time Magazine has recognized the
movement, and is open to pot-shots from
second-rate columnists like myself.
There are a number of possible reasons
for such a lessening of ultra-radical activity. It can be put down as apathy or
indifference, feared as the calm before the
storm, bewailed as a fear of repression,
examined as a removal of publicity, or
praised as a redirection of energy. Let us
consider all five (none^ of which accessarily represent my own).
Students are apathetic. They don't care
anymore. They are tired of struggling and
they would rather allow injustices to exist
than to put up the effort to remove them.
Banging their collective heads against a
brick wall for so long has made them
addled. They have ceased to strive.
Students are building their energy for a
full-scale attack. Reports have been circulating about a nationwide gathering in
Kent informally scheduled for May 4&5.
Yippies have circulated a poster calling
for vengeance. Jefferson Airplane,
Grateful Bead, and CSNY are all rumored
to be planning to attend. Students are
biding their time. Waiting. It will break
then.
Students are afraid. The tragedy at Kent
has unnerved them. They do not wish to
further antagonize the populace against
their aims. There are no leaders left. No
one is willing to stick his neck out far
enough to really gain recognition among
youth as a spokesman. Repression of
student rallies has served its purpose and
the student movement is impotent. They
want to be left alone.
The power of students has been
removed. The attacks by Agnew on the
American press has done its job. The
television networks and newspapers no
longer give front-page coverage to student
demonstrations. With their ability to reach
a large audience removed, students have
been forced to try different means of
putting across their aims. Bring back the
news coverage and the violence will break
out again according to Stone.
Students have realized the futility of
violence. Blowing something up is no
longer accepted as an effective means of

humanitarian
people
must
necessarily lose faith) and to the
victims of ftie type of unthinking
ruthlessness exemplified by the My
Lai case. As long as this and other
wars exist, the deplorable result will
be the preclusion of any individualism, humanitarianism and
sense of reason that may exist in man.

On to Rumania, Moscow
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Editor-in-Chief

President Nixon is to be commended on
his conduct of the war in Southeast Asia.
His tactics concerning Cambodia last
spring were brilliant and the recent offensive in Laos is a military masterpiece.
Too long has America sat by while a
handful of underequipped, untrained
women and children have played havoc

with our boys in Vietnam. We went there to
win and we should use every weapon at our
disposal to insure victory.
Peaceniks like McGovern and Fulbright
have helped the international communist
conspiracy in its plan for world
domination. Forceful, dynamic men like
Richard Nixon and his right-hand-man
Spiro Agnew want peace, but peace with
honor. This country can insure peace for
further generations by stopping the
communist vermin in their tracks.

What happened to campus violence?
By JERRY GRIGGS
Columnist

there is no room for morality and
reason in times of war. Such thinking
is obviously dangerous, both to the
aggressor (in whom a sensible and

removing said obstacle. Students are
working closer to the root problems involved in American society. Beginning
with themselves. The removal of violence
is the removal of one of the tensions of
daily life.
This new tendency is evident in the
writings, music, and daily routine of
student life. The writing is no longer hard
and radical. It tends toward the romantic.
It glorified simplicity. So too with the

music. The hard stuff is fading, losing
popularity. It is being replaced by the
softer sounds of Taylor, CSNY.and Judy
Collins to name only a few. Daily life is
more relaxed and turned inward.
It is obvious that each of these theories
must gain some credence, and there are
others equally plausible. But for whatever
the reason, violence — at least in comparison with past years — has been
noticeably absent from college life. Since
last spring.

Holidays change in
legislative musical chairs
By TOM PRIDDY
Features Editor
I find it rather disquieting to discover
that after 250 years somebody has swit-,
ched Washington's Birthday on me.
When you consider the fact that it was a
governmental commission who got
together to decide the change, that makes
it all the more terrifying. If you can't rely
on holidays where else can you get your
security?
Of course, making Washington's Birthday the 15th instead of the 22nd creates
Dnly one immediate problem, that being
whether department stores should have
their Washington's Birthday sales on the
First Washington's Birthday or on the
second Washington's Birthday.
It also does, however, cause us to
wonder what committees like this might
try to get away with in the future.
"Okay, recapping the minutes of our last
meeting, it was then that we decided to
change Washington's Birthday from the
day he was born to the third Monday in
February. Do we have any comments on
how that turned out? Yes, Ralph?"
"I think it turned out just fine, Bob. Most
of the people accepted it well, and I had a
really nice four-day weekend."
"Fine, Ralph. Then it's generally agreed
that we did best by changing that and not
Lincoln's Birthday?"
"Yeah, but I'm sorry we left Valentines
Day on a Sunday. We should have moved it
to the 15th so the kids could pass out

Valentines in school. My son was awfully
disappointed."
"Well, Dick, I'm sorry we couldn't
please everyone."
"Maybe you could make it up to him.
He's got a birthday on July 19, and if we
could move the 4th of July from the 5th,
where we put it at the last meeting, to the
third Monday in July I'd be able to go
home and help him celebrate."
"Well, okay Dick. If I hear no objection
then we'll move the 4th from the 5th to the
19th so your son can have you home for his
party."
"Wait a minute, Bob. If you're going to
do that I'd like to put in a request to move
Veterans Day from October 25 back to
November 8 which is the same week it
would have been in before we changed it
last meeting. It's our anniversary and I'd
like to take my wife to dinner."
"Hey, look Fred. While we're at it we
could move Christmas from the Saturday
it's on to the following Monday so we all
could have another long weekend."
"Another good idea, Ralph. Now that
leaves us with Memorial Day. What can
we do with that?"
"Hey, why don't we leave it where it is,
change its name to V-V Day, declare total
victory in Vietnam, and we can forget
about it next year."
"Terrific. Let's put it in the form of a
motion."

The Nixon offensive is a bold move in
times when few men dare to be bold. All we
ask is more of the same.
The president's strategy is aimed at
stopping supplies from reaching the
communist bandits in South Vietnam.
Without weapons and other supplies the
Viet Cong will wither and die.
Nixon's efforts are being thwarted,
though; because overwhelming amounts
of supplies are being pumped into the area
by Russia and her allies.
The Ho-Chi Minh trail is the last step in a
series of transfers the communists use in
supplying the Viet Cong. At this point, it is
very difficult to stop the flow because
many people are using a myriad of routes
to reach their goal in the South.
Since it is obvious our efforts at stopping
the flow of supplies are directed at a point
too far down the chain to be effective, the
President should take further action
immediately.
The port of Haiphong should be
eliminated forthwith. After this has been
accomplished, Nixon should take the next
logical step and eliminate the munitions
plants in Rumania and Yugoslavia, which
are the source of our problem.
If the Rumanians and Yugoslavians
protest, then give them war. At least we
will be at war with white people who stand
and fight like civilized nations should. We
should be able to crush these two countries
in a matter of days.
If Russia gives us any bunk, then we
should mass troops at their borders. The
Russians have no stomach for a nuclear
war and they are sure to back down.
The President's policy of expanding the
war as pointed out before, is brilliant. All
we can ask is that he carry it out to its
logical end.
Democracy will only be safe when its
enemies are quashed. Richard Nixon is
doing a good job of eliminating
democracy's enemies, but he is still too
cautious. The Vietnam War is only one
tentacle of the giant Red octopus and only
ending the asian conflict will not mean a
lasting peace.
The octopus must be crushed and
Richard Nixon is the man to do it.
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Letters
Dear Students,
We of the Central Dance
Association would like to express
our appreciation to everyone who
helped to make the CHICAGO
concert a success. However,
many problems were encountered, and in an effort to
alleviate as many of these
problems as possible, the
following policies will be initiated
for the Sly & the Family Stone
concert on March 27.
First of all, in order to control
the crowd on the floor of the
coliseum, we have printed two
distinctively different types of
tickets. Tickets for the floor area
will be $5.00 per person with
tickets for the permanent seats
priced at $4.00 per person. Absolutely no one will be allowed on
the floor without a $5.00 ticket.
Because the supply of floor
tickets is limited, these tickets
will be sold on campus starting
next week (March 1) with a limit
of two per student.
If the supply is not exhausted
by March 22, the remaining $5.00
tickets will be offered to the
general public. The $4.00 tickets
will be general admission, with
the exception of the chairs and
bleachers on the floor, and will be
sold to both students and the
general public.
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fire regulations, all aisles must,
be kept clear.

some things which could be done
even under the cutback.

A large crowd is anticipated for
Sly & the Family Stone, and if all
students who attend the concert
will lend us their cooperation, we
can present a concert that will be
enjoyed by all.
Lynn Z. Dantzler, Pres. CDA

For instance, the P plant built
the Godfrey Hall steps not once
but twice. I realize that new steps
were needed for Godfrey Hall but
the old steps were removed the
week of the homecoming football
game (probably in an effort to
beautify our campus for the
visitors that weekend), and again
removed the South Carolina
weekend. I noticed this week that
the P plant was still busily
working on these steps. In manhours alone this must have cost
the University a fortune. Another
thing which really needed to be
done this week was the regooping of the sidewalk outside of
the loggia. I took five men all day
to take out the old goop and put in
some new stuff.

P plant
Dear Sir,
This letter is not intended to
intimidate the administration of
this university. Its sole intention
is to point out that we the students
are not shown the common
decencies of most human beings.
I realize that there is abundant
inflation and the university is
presently operating under a
cutback; however, there are
some things" being done which
could be stopped and there are

areas and the senseless spending
of university funds in things
which could have been put off.
The one cutback which has really
upset me is the hot water in new
A. It is really nice to go to the
shower, where, by the way, there
is no heat in the head, and freeze
before you even get clean.
I hope the P plant will read this
carefully and the next time they
decide to cut spending they will
not put goop in the sidewalks but
heat in the head and hot water on
the hall.
Wood Culp
Andrew Crow
Scott Douglass
Randy Vaughn
Jack Stinson
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J. Edwin Shute
Bill Pearson

Medlock

Dear Sir,
As a Legislator who has worked
toward eleviating the problem of
hunger and malnutrition in South
Carolina I would like to thank you
for your excellent treatment of
the subject on February 12 by
your newspaper. The presentation was honest, accurate and
sincere and can only serve to
promote a better understanding
of the problem among South
Carolina citizens.
With best regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
T. Trayis Medlock

CLEMSON WALL PLAQUES
tece^

DONS TIRES
COMPLETE LINE OF
B. F. GOODRICH

Secondly, we feel that all
paying customers have a right to
enjoy the concert in their own
way as long as they exercise good
judgement, and the CDA has
been very understanding in
tolerating the various problems
created by certain individuals in
the audience from time to time.
Individuals who endeavor to
show their immature nature at
this concert will promptly be
escorted out of the coliseum with
no questions asked.
We have received a bill from
the physical plant totaling over
$1000 for coliseum clean-up and
repairs after the CHICAGO
concert. The coliseum has been a
great help to our program, but if
students continue to abuse the
building, our chances of continued use could be seriously
jeopardized. We would like to
caution everyone that there will
be no smoking in the floor area,
and this rule will be strictly
enforced. In addition, because of

I have stated all of these noncutbacks to illustrate the senselessness of the cutback in other
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TIRES
For American and
Foreign Sport Cars

$10.00
A gold and black three dimensional 74nch Clemson
University seal mounted on a 9V4 x 11 x % inch walnut
plaque. A brass plate which may be engraved is included
with each plaque.
OR

FRONT END ALIGNMENT; TRUEING;
BALANCING SERVICE FOR ALL CARS

BE Goodrich

Don's Tires
103 N. Clemson Ave.
Clemson, S. C. 29631
Phone 654-5072
Back of Judge Keller's

$7.50
A twelve inch diameter gold and black three dimensional
Clemson University seal with a cardboard backing.
Send a check or money order for purchase price plus
$1.50 for postage and handling to:

ST. LAURENT ENTERPRISES
18 Heaihwood Drive — Charleston, S. C. 29407
Please allow two weeks for delivery.
We can manufacture custom plaques for any organization or occasion. Write for our wholesale brochure for
details.

NOW PLAYING
Your Questions on

Abortion
1) How quickly can arrangements be started?
2) What are the qualifications of the surgeons?

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

3) Where will the abortion be performed?

THE 2 BIGGEST BONDS OF ALL
SEAN
CONNERY
isJAMES
BOND

SEAN
CONNERY
isJAMES
BOND

4) WiU it be painful?
5) What abortion procedures are commonly
used at different
stages of pregnancy?

YOUR

6) How much will it cost?

Can only be answered by Professionals
Call 24 hours a day
7 days a week
1-305-754-5471
Legal Abortions
Without Delay
Woman's Medical
Assistance of Florida

Shows at
12:25, 4:40)
9:04

exalt

7) When will I need parental consent?

rront

ASTRO
NEXT ATTRACTION

"Serving Clemson Since 190HT

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

<SB>|GP|

Clemson

Shows at
2:40,
7:04
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Chronicle editors chosen
By SCOTT JORDAN
Staff Writer

Julian

Jones

The Chronicle staff recently
elected rising seniors Walt Julian
and Oscar Jones as co-editors of
the student variety magazine for
the coming academic year.
The new co-editors replace
Robert Wheatley, who resigned
because of academic conflicts.
Julian, a history major from
Greenville, commented on next
year's plans: "At the present
time our plans are just em-

bryonic. We are engaged in
putting out this year's second
issue and we really haven't had
time to do any in-depth thinking
regarding next year."
Julian said his staff hopes to
have a more regular publication,
and that one of their major
problems this year was a lack of
student participation.
"Ideally, the magazine should
serve as an outlet for student
creativity. We would like to
present a greater variety of

student-related subjects, ranging
from creative photography and
art to poetry, fiction and drama,"
said Jones
an electrical
engineering major from Fort
Mill.
Jones added,"We would like to
attempt some mixed media
experimentation such as radio
drama, which could be performed on WSBF, and perhaps a
student movie."

Indorf
THURMOND TO SPEAK
Sen. Strom Thurmond will be guest speaker at the annual
Military Banquet to be held in Harcombe Commons dining hall
Friday, March 5, at 7 p.m. The cost of the banquet, which is
open to all MS and AS cadets, will be $2.75 per person.
The Military Ball, a formal affair, will be held in the
Clemson National Guard Armory at 9 p.m. "The Atlantic," a
popular eight-piece group with an accent on rock, will provide
the music. Cost for the ball will be $1 per person.
Tickets may be purchased from Scabbard and Blade
members or during evening meals at either dining hall. Each
cadet attending the ball may enter his date in the Honorary
Cadet Contest, the winners of which will be announced during
intermission. Applications for the contest may be picked up
when tickets are purchased.
TIGER TAVERN TO STAY OPEN
The Clemson House will negotiate a contract with ARASlater food services sometime in the future, announced Verner
E. Cathcart, general manager of the Clemson House. The

WSBF Poll
WSBF is trying to be a station that the students of this
university will listen to and like. Our programming of music
and news is handled in a way we hope will appeal to most of
the people who hear us. In the area of music, we attempt to
play a large variety, much of it in a non-commercial vein. A
song is usually chosen for airplay because of its quality, not
its broad commercial appeal. Our news coverage is intended to keep the students informed of events around
campus and the rest of the world.
One of our biggest problems is that we are never really
sure of what the majority of our listeners want to hear or
any comments they have on our programming. It would
make our job much easier and your listening more enjoyable if you would take a few minutes to fill out the
following survey. Please deposit it when finished in the
student suggestion box on the Loggia or mail it to Box 2156.
We are open to suggestions, not apathy.

outcome may have some effect on the Tiger Tavern.
"Whatever is to be done with the Tavern will be decided in the
negotiations," said Cathcart. At present, the Tavern will
remain open.
BA UKNIGHT HONORED
Lehman M. "Frosty" Bauknight Jr., agricultural
economics professor at Clemson University, has been named
South Carolina's "Conservation Educator of the Year" in the
governor's conservation achievement awards program.
STILLWELL NAMED HEAD
OF PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
The University has named a veteran faculty member, Dr.
E. P. Stillwell Jr., to head its physics department effective
July 1.
FOOD SCIENCE CONTEST
The Food Science Club announces a statewide essay
contest for high school juniors and seniors on the topic
"Possibilities for Foods of the Future."
First prize is $25; two runners-up will receive $10 each.
Entries will be judged on the basis of originality, general effect, style applicability and composition.
Suggested length of essays is 500 — 1,000 words. Entries
should be mailed no later than April 15 to Food Science Club,
Dept, Food Science, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.
CURRY NAMED ASSOCIATE EDITOR
The University has named Georgia native Jack Curry
associate experiment station editor in the Department of
Agricultural Communications.
He will be responsible for editing and producing
publications in Clemson's agricultural research, and direct a
general news program for experiment station work.

PORTRAITS, INC.
1 - 16x20
Black & White Portrait
A beautiful combination of subtle tones of grey, ranging from
blacks to whites.

What times do you listen to WSBF?
Would you like the night-time to be more rock or folkrock oriented?

Studio Price

What would be your reaction to extended news
coverage including regular interviews and special reports?

Do you think WSBF needs to give more air-time to a
particular type of music, such as progressive or soul, and
when?

What are your general comments on the programming
of WSBF?

Only $4.00

"EUROPEAN STUDENT TRAVEL"

'Faster Delivery

PORTRAITS, INC.
640 N orth M ain

It is "self-generated, with little
external support, and depending
on domestic circumstances and
weaknesses- in the existing
systems," said Indorf.
Certain factos in the present
governmental systems make the
governments vulnerable to
Communist exploitation, he
added.
There is a "clear pattern" of
Communist activity in Southeast
Asia, ranging from legitimate
recognition to armed revolt and
subversion, said Indorf. He
described the present situation as
"renewed revolutionary
militancy" with "selected
terrorism."

$50.00

by Ted Mason
♦Faster Proofs

"Cessation of fighting in South
Vietnam will not lessen the
Communist threat in Southeast
Asia," said Dr. Hans H. Indorf,
professor of political science at
East Carolina University.
The former Ford Foundation
representative for Southeast Asia
spoke last Thursday night in
Tillman Hall auditorium on
"Southeast Asia after Vietnam:
An Examination of the Domino
Theory."
"The Domino Theory — it
simply does not apply," he said.
Indorf defined the theory as the
idea that "as soon as one country
goes Communist, the others will
fall in turn." He called the idea
"misadvised" because of its
s-impleness, deterministic attitude and failure to consider
differences in the countries involved.
Communism is an "internal
problem" which would exist in
Southeast Asia "even if there
were no foreign military
presence," he said.

"This is the situation," he said.
"Communism is an internal
factor and the problems cannot
be solved overnight. They
definitely cannot be solved by
foreign intervention."

What artist (s) would you like to hear more of? Less of?

Would you like to hear more albums on afternoon
shows?

nixes
theory

233-6869

EUROPE $245 Round TrioLarge selection of dates.
Study Tours and Language Courses.
Year Round Student Service.
Join National Union of Students
Inc. now for full benefits. Write or
call for full information and brochure.
Campus Representative reauired:
Applicants for this financially rewarding position should mark envelope "Programme Co-Ordinator."
All interested write to:
National Union of Students Travel
Service Int.
Suite 011, 159 W. 33rd Street
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001
Telephone: (212) 565-1732 and
(212) 565-4199 — Telex: 4214*7
Offices in New York. London. Paris,
and Dublin.
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Yang develops surgical 'gun'
A new "gun" being developed
at the University may soon help
doctors perform lifesaving
surgical procedures faster and
with greater efficiency.
Development of the medical
weapon, known as a carbon
dioxide gun, is the goal of a threeyear engineering research
project just under way. The gun
would be used primarily for
treating serious burns where
tissue must be removed, cleaning
wounds, and other surgical
procedures.
The U.S. Army Medical
Research and Development
Command has approved a $32,495
research contract with the
College of Engineering to support
the first year's work
Instead of conventional bullets,
the surgical gun envisioned by
Dr. Tah-Teh Yang, principal
investigator, will fire a high
velocity stream of fine dry ice
particles suspended in gas. Dry
ice is solidified carbon dioxide.
When sprayed onto a wound,
Yang says this jet of ice and gas
would serve as a highly effective
surgical tool for rapidly peeling
away damaged tissue. Any ice
particles in the wound will
vaporize, he says.
"Removal of burned tissue and
cleaning of wounds are
timeconsuming surgical activities," says Yang. "And where
time is precious, especially in
treating combat injuries, lives
may actually be saved by using
the dry ice gun."
He says the proposed surgical
gun will represent a major advancement in methods currently
used. Yang expects to have the
first model ready for animal
experimentation in one year.
The surgical gun idea is actually an adaptation of the same
concept used in the sand blasting
process, says Yang. This concept
employs a two-phase flow consisting of solid particles
suspended in a gaseous stream.
Unlike the sand blasting
process, however, doctors must
be able to accurately control the
size and amount of the solid
particles.
Since 1968, Yang and his
graduate students have conducted various preliminary
experiments to lay the foundation
for the major portion of his
research. In one project, a flow
system using air and glass beads
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Work has begun on
revising and improving the
current student handbook.
Assistant Dean of Students
George E. Coakley has
requested that all agencies
and activities which made
contributions for this
year's publication review
their coverage and then
forward to the Office of
Student
Affairs
any
changes desired for the
coming year.
If no changes are to be
made, a statement to that
effect is also necessary,
Coakley said.
Student organizations
are especially requested to
review the pages beginning
on page 55. Newly formed
organizations which desire
inclusion in next year's
edition should send to the
Office of Student Affairs a
write-up not to exceed 50
words.
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was examined for its versatility
as a cutting tool.
When this jet of glass and air
was directed at a rubber sheet on
which several layers of different
colored paint were applied, Yang
found that the jet could peel off
paint layers, one at a time.
A piece of half-inch pine board
was used in another project to
examine the cutting ability of the

air and glass bead jet.
"Unquestionably, better
surgical tools need to be
developed to replace those in
use," says Yang. "Engineers
who are active in biomedical
research are constantly seeking
opportunities to contribute to
medical technology such as
providing new tools to meet
clinical needs."

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

Beat Deacons
WCCP
Clemson, S.C.
803-654-5400

Win Cash!!
Listen for your initials
every hour on the halfhour when we play
Jackpot Initials

Your Walgreen Agency
Downtown

Clemson

KENT STATE

The campus CAMPUS caUi11 the Guard?
score: 4 students |"!r^i^ Here is what truly
dead, 11 wounded. UNDER happened — and
Now Pulitzer Prize PIPF why. Including
winner James Michportraits of key
ener reconstructs, hour people who have reby hour, the events that mained obscure — until
led to the bloody climax. now. Condensed from
He answers such ques- Michener's forthcoming
tions as: Were outside book. One of 41 articles
agitators involved in the & features in the March
riot? Was it necessary to READER'S DIGEST

Fashion-keyed to harmonize with your newest
suits and blazers! Two warm leather colors —
ginger and brass ^got together to make this
Jarman straight-tip one of today's smartest styles.
Come in and try a pair.
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Tiger Paw Battalion
Platoon leader explains 'misconceptions
Bv KATHY HUBBELL
Staff Writer
"It's a job just like any other,"
said Cadet Lt. Col. Thomas
Broadwater.
"And
these
requirements are just like any
training you would go through to
get any job."
Thus the ROTC Commander of
the "Tiger Paw Battalion"
described what he called a
"grave misconception" about his
group.
"We're not trying to force
anything on anybody," he said.
"These people signed an Army
contract voluntarily. It's a way to
work toward a degree, commission and practical training at
the same time."
And the "Tiger Paws" do work.
The battalion, which serves as

a "lab setup" of Military Science
300, is made up of fatigue-clad
juniors in their first year of
Advanced ROTC training. It's
purpose is to practice military
tactics on a platoon-size level.
"It's a sort of supplementary
classroom where we're getting
out and walking through some of
the theory we learn in class,"
said Broadwater.
The "Tiger Paws" practice
offensive
and
defensive
operations, such as rifle platoon,
company-in
defense,
land
navigation, use of compass,
patrolling and camouflage
tactics, operations orders, and
school of the soldier with arms
(22-5 manual).
Battalion members' grades are
based on inspections and a meritdemerit system, and constitutes

15 per cent of the member's final
grade in MS 300, which is a three
credit course.
Broadwater is concerned about
correcting a prevailing idea that,
since most of the battalion's
members will be attending
summer camp this summer.
"Tiger Paw Battalion" is a presummer camp training program.
"That's not true," he said.
"We're training these people to
be military officers and leaders
. . . not preparing them for
summer camp. If the two coincide, that's great."
Broadwater announced that
there will be a field training
exercise in the spring to "put
together everything we've
learned."

•Prospective teachers
who
plan to take the April 3 National
Teacher
Examinations
at
Clemson
must
submit
registrations at NTE national
headquarters by March 11.
Registration details and applications forms may be obtained
from the Office of Educational
Services, Godfrey Hall, Clemson
University, 29631.
•All undergraduates are invited to compete in the 68th
Annual Trustee Medal Speech
Contest.
Interested students should
prepare a 7-10 minute extemporaneous, persuasive
speech on a controversial issue of
campus, social, state, national,
or international scope. Entry
deadline is Monday, March 1st.
Entry forms and explanatory
brochures can be picked up at the
English Department Office, first
floor, Strode Tower.
Preliminary rounds of com-

They Loved Me At The Induction
Center...

• ••

IN MY
CORD
BELLS!

Planning an extended vacation?
We have twenty tuned in colors guaranteed to turn on any
Induction Sgt., CPO, D.I., or Royal Canadian Mountie! These
crushed corduroys come in such
appropriate colors as: Drafted
Blues, Lottery Lilac, Conscription
Chocolate, Defoliated Green, and
Spinal Cord Yellow.

John
GDichaeJs
Inc
1703 Easley Bridge Road

(Just past White Horse Drive-In
on Your Way into Greenville)

petition will be hdd Thursday,
March 4, at 3 p.m. in Daniel Hall.
And the finals will be Monday,
March 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry
Hall Auditorium.
•Camp Hope, a state-wide
residential camp for the mentally
retarded, needs summer employees. Also, summer day camp
jobs for students in working with
the mentally retarded in the
Beaufort area art available. For
information, see Mr. White in
room 216, Godfrey Hall.
SATURDAY
gfChi Psi pledge class will hold a
car wash Saturday from 1 to 3:30
at Skeltons Amoco. The price will
be $1.50 per car.
SUNDAY
•The Claflin University Choir
will present a concert of sacred
music at the Clemson United
Methodist Church at the morning
worship hour Sunday. The public
is invited.
• "Meri Bhabhi", a film
relating a tale of sublime love
and sacrifice, will be presented
by
the
Clemson
Indian
Association Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
in Lowry Hall auditorium. Admission will be $1.50 per person.
•Mrs. Nona Lee Jennings,
director of public welfare for
Pickens County, will address the
Unitarian Fellowship Sunday at
10:30 a.m. in the YMCA
clubroom.
MONDAY
•The Spanish Club will meet
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room 106,
Daniel Hall. Mike Webb will show
slides of Peru and speak about hs
visit to that country. Any interested student is welcome to
attend.
•The Aero Club will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in room 1 of
the physics building. Several
films on aviation will be shown.
Guest speaker will be Joe
Whittier of the Anderson Flight
Service.
•Student Nurses will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in room 301
of the physics building.
•The Young Republicans will
hold a meeting Monday at 7:30
p.m. in room 107, Hardin Hall.
•Johnny Smith of the S.C.
Pollution Control Authority will
speak Monday, March 1 from
2:20 to 4 p.m. in room 302, Rhodes
Research Center.
WEDNESDAY
•The annual banquet of Alpha
Zeta honorary agricultural
fraternity will be held Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the
Southerner Restaurant in Easley.
Tyrone Spearman, director of
public relations at Abraham
Baldwin Agricultural College,
will be guest speaker.
THURSDAY
•"The Thing", a special
science fiction film, will be shown
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Daniel Hall
auditorium. The film is being
presented for the science fiction
class, but admission will be open
to all.
DEBATERS TRAVEL
TO ARIZONA
Two members and the coach of
the debate team have departed
for Arizona, for somewhat different reasons. Jerry Blanche,
the coach, has a sinus condition.
While he enjoys his well-deserved
vacation, Sammy Williams and
Jimmy Jackson will be competing in eight grueling rounds of
edbate and two rounds of what
they call "cruel and unusual
punishment" — extemporaneous
speaking — at the University of
Arizona.
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Bennett named assistant
alumni relations principle task
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After Steal

Dave Thomas, 10, attempts a lay-up
in Tuesday night's game against the
Maryland Terrapins. Defending is the
Terp's Jim O'Brien. O'Brien was called
for a foul on the play and Thomas made
free throws to help Clemson to an
overtime victory, 51-45.

League champions
to be determined
Many weeks of intramural
competition in basketball will
draw to a close next week as the
league championships get underway. Following these will be
the championship game, which is
scheduled to take place before
spring break.
Immediately after the intramural competition is completed, the IFC will begin its
tournament.
The next event on the intramural calendar is volleyball.
A definite date has not yet been
set, but the program probably
won't get started until students
return after spring holidays.
The results for last week are:
BOYS
SPE Red Ripples 40, 9th Floor Gas
Stoves, 34.
Hartwell Lakers 48, Chi Psi Gold
28; high scorer—Rabon (Hartwell Lakers) 10.
CH. ENS, IM 33, Paterson St. 32;
high scorer—Hendricks (CH, ENS,
IM) 14.

George U. Bennett, alumni field secretary
at Clemson University for the past four years,
has been named assistant athletic director at
the university, according to an announcement
by athletic director Bill McLellan.
Bennett will oversee the many facets of
public relations and the fund raising pertaining to athletics in his newnpost.
At the same time, McLellan said that Gene
Willimon, a member of the athletic staff since
1950, will continue his full-time duties as
executive secretary of IPTAY, Clemson's
scholarship club, and coordinating all fund
raising with Bennett.
McLellan said, "We feel that the many
operations within the athletic department
have now become so specialized that all duties
should be specified for a more orderly
operation of the entire department.
"Mr. Bennett probably knows more
Clemson alumni than any other person,"
McLellan continued, "and his primary purpose will be to establish and develop through
his many contacts a program which will
strengthen the long-established IPTAY
program through individual and corporate
giving."

Bennett, a native of Columbia and a
graduate of Dreher High School, received his
BS degree in arts and sciences from Clemson
in 1955. While at Clemson he served as a class
officer each of his four years, was president of
Blue Key and the Central Dance Association,
was head cheerleader, and the recipient of
Clemson's Distinguished Military Graduate
award.
The 37-year-old Bennett was employed by
Humble Oil and Refining Co., nine years
before returning to Clemson in 1967. His last
position with Humble was supervisor of the
company's general salesmen of Florida's
west coast area.
Bennett is currently a member of the Board
of Directors of the Clemson Chamber of
Commerce, a member of the Clemson Sertoma Club, advisor of Sigma Nu Fraternity, a
deacon and Sunday School director of the
Clemson First Baptist Church.
The new assistant athletic director is
married to the former Nancy Moser of
Hickory, N.C., who is a graduate of Lenoir
Rhyne College. They are the parents of two
children, Jeffrey 9, and Bonnie Beth, 8.

Wild Bunch 52, Dark Corner 22;
high scorer—Mills (Wild Bunch) 11.
Greenwood Co. 40, Phi Delta Theta
Blue 34; high scorer—Bryan (PDTi 9.
Gaffney 1, C. J. Dolphins 0 (Won
by forfeit).
Lakers 7 41, Sumter Co. 39; high
scorers—Knorr (Lakers 7) and Windham (Sumter Co.) 13.
Dudes 64, Kappa Sigma 38; high
scorer—Van Volkenburg (Dudes) 23.
Sigma Nu Eagles 42, Beta Theta Pi
Reds 33; high scorers—Hendrix, Mowlajko (SN) and Gill (BTP) 15.
Dudes 41, Sigma Nu Gold 18; high
scorer—Stewart (Dudes) 12.
Alpha Tau Omega beacs 54, Fresh
Grads 39; high scorer — Trembly
(Deacs) 20.
Alpha Tau Omega Devils 59, E-3
51; high scorer—McMakin (Devils) 23.
GIRLS
Kappa Kappa Gamma 27, AOK's
26; high scorer—Reynolds (AOK) 24.
Manning 10
27, Destructors 15;
high scoror—Sanders (Manning) 16.
Lever 6 25, AOK 23; high scorer
—Reynolds (AOK) 21.
Barnett 4 18, Lever 6 11; high
scorer—Kirby (Barnett) 10.
Lever and A Few 18, Barnett Bunnies 12; high scorer—Skinner (Lever)
9.
Barnett Bunnies 17, Lever 1 Paws
9; high scorer—Pinckney (Barnett) 9.

Tracksters set new
mile relay record
By JIM DALES
Sports Writer
The place was Louisville, Ky.;
the scene was the Mason-Dixon
tract meet. The event was the
fastest indoor mile relay ever run
by a Clemson track team. This
feat by Nick Zungoli, Wayne
Jenkins, Mac Copeland and Bob
Hall helped Clemson place fifth
overall in the meet.
The current season got underway with a Jan. 23 meet in
Philadelphia, Pa. Copping first
place, the mile relay team, this
time with David Hale and Paul
Seaman instead of Copeland and
Hall, fell 25 yards behind on the
final leg, but managed to close
the gap and win. Larry Rush also
placed in the Philly meet with a
fourth place in the two-mile run.
The Clemson runners later
journeyed to Auburn University

on Jan. 30. Helping to spread the
word on Paw Power, Zungoli and
Rush chalked up wins in the 440yard dash and the mile and twomile runs respectively.

Up And Over

Dave Angel, 42, goes high for a shot in last Saturday's game
against VPI. Clemson won the game and avenged an earlier loss to
the Gobblers.

Tennis team gets Indian star
Bhanu-murdhy Nunna will bolster squad
By JIM DALES
Sports Writer
Clemson tennis, which through
the years has produced such
formidable players as Zulfi
Rahim and David Cooper, is
continuing to recruit the caliber
of players needed to win big.
The latest cog in Coach Duane
Bruley's dynasty-building plans
is Bhanu-murdhy Nunna of
Hydarabad, India.

...

Bhanu comes to Clemson with
several
noteworthy
achievements tacked onto his
record. Around December, when
most of us were cramming for
finals, Bhanu was taking to the
tennis courts in Miami.
The newest Clemson netter did
well in the Orange Bowl Tennis
Tournament there before bowing
to Sam Vuille, currently
Florida's number-one ranked

1
mi.
i. _l_
~™ ..
nl m->n
player.
The
match
was
veryr close
with Bhanu gaining two match
points before being overtaken.
Bhanu started his tennis career
at the age of nine. Currently 16,
he went through every tournament in the 14-and-under-class
in India without losing a set.
Other titles racked up by the
Indian ace include singles'
championships in the 14-andunder division in the Indian
A».

NTr.fi mn ol T'l-ilir**! D *T1 £kl"»f OV»H V)("\lfl0t
National
Tournament and holder
of a doubles crown in the 18-andunder division in the same
tournament.

"I've been impressed with the
friendly people at Clemson. The
facilities here are much better
than in India with the tennis
being a most demanding one,"
summed up the young Tiger
netter.
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House candidate speaks
Mrs. DeLee aims for River's seat
By CHARLES WHETSTONE
Staff Writer

witnosh

BY TOM PRIDDY-FEATURES EDITOR

Kantner And Friends Launch
Jefferson Starship
BLOWS AGAINST THE EMPIRE by Paul Kantner and Jefferson Starship (RCA L.SP-4448). Words
and music by Paul Kantner, performed by some
of the Jefferson Airplane plus friends.

Depending upon your particular frame of reference, Blows
Against The Empire is either very enjoyable or very disappointing. Perhaps it can be both. Maybe it can be neither. Let's
look into it.
Take, for example, one specific point of view; say, mine.
Jefferson Starship is obviously a spinoff group of the Jefferson
Airplane, including Paul Kantner, Grace Slick, sometimes Jack
Casady and Joey Covington, and friends Jerry Garcia from the
Dead,and Crosby and Nash from you-know-who. The group
excludes Marty Balin and Jorma Kaukonen of the Airplane, and
therein lies one fault of the album.
It's extremely difficult to listen to1 Paul Kantner's 1971 work
on Jefferson Starship after listening to Paul Kantner's 1968 work
on the Airplane's After Bathing At Baxter's (one of the two or
three best rock albums in existence). Kantner seems to be going
downhill, and Balin and Kaukonen don't want to go with him.
Kantner has recently been responsible for the Airplane's upagainst-the-wall type songs, and all of them were excellent when
allowed to contrast to the other styles present in the album.
Blows is entirely anti status quo, and even though that's what
Kantner wanted, the record simply doesn't sustain the musical
fever pitch throughout. It is as much a blow against the empire
as toilet paper strung around the White House fence.
Like most records, the album comes in two parts: side one
and side two. In this case one is the better, and side two tends to
get a little dull. Side one contains all the best aspects of the
album; side two only has one.
Unfortunately, much of the music is based on a single riff, a
variation of which is introduced very well in the first cut, "Mau
Mau (Amerikon)," by Jorma Kaukonen's brother, Peter. Peter
does not have the same feel for Kantner's rhythm guitar as his
brother does, but he still performs adequately.
"The Baby Tree" follows, and is a delightful song, slow,
acoustic, and well placed in the album as it sounds nothing at all
like the rest of the album. Kantner had nothing to do with the
song (the only one he didn't write), except for providing the
vocal.
"Let's Go Together" is the best cut on the album if for no
other reason than the fact that the song has in it every outstanding feature of the album blended together. Grace Slick
can, of course, do no wrong, and her vocal on this cut is perfect:
soaring, melodic, and lovely. Her piano hangs in the background
enough to strengthen the piece, and Jack Casady's bass is some
of the best he's ever done. Kantner's voice is subdued.
The fourth cut is where the album begins to tall. From about
a minute into "A Child Is Coming" to the end of "Starship" on
side two, I would be hard pressed to pick out a specific melody,
or even pick out the breaks between the songs. Granted, there is
interesting improvisation on side two, particularly due to Grace
Slick's fine piano work, however after listening to Airplane
improvisations such as "Spare Chaynge" in Baxter's, Kantner's
compositions hardly seem worthwhile.
Perhaps if he had been more distinctive and varied on the
rest of the album it would be musically more valid. Perhaps if he
had used a little less repetition and abstraction in his lyrics,
Blows Against The Empire would be a statement of purposes we
could not overlook as egotistic.
If I had never heard Kantner's previous work with the
Airplane I probably would enjoy the album more than I do (even
, with its faults the album is enjoyable), but I can't help feeling
that Kantner is digressing. Hopefully he won't take the rest of
the Airplane with him.

"Let the work I have done speak for me," said
Victoria DeLee, United Citizen Party candidate
for South Carolina's first congressional district
seat left vacant by the death of Mendel Rivers.
Mrs. DeLee spoke to about 100 people in the
Plant and Animal Science auditorium Wednesday
evening. Her speech was sponsored by the Student
League for Black Identify.
As a reason for her candidacy, Mrs. DeLee said
that she was running to give people in the first
district "someone who knew what they were doing
and how to get it done."
"We need not get more industries into the
district so more people can get jobs," she said. "If
more people had-jobs, fewer people would be on
welfare. I pity those who need to be pitied, but not
those people who don't deserve it."
Mrs. DeLee, who has been a tireless worker for
desegration and voter registation in the lower part
of the state, said, "I believe in putting pressure
where it is needed in order to get a job done, but I
am strongly opposed to violence."
When asked for her opinion of Gov. John West,
Mrs. DeLee said that Gov. West and the
Democratic Party were "going to do something,"
but that "nobody knew when. They are going to do
something because we will keep after them until
they do."
In response to a question about the Vietnam
war, Mrs. DeLee said, "I am against all war,
especially when there is no reason to be there."
"My campaign is primarily for the poor and if
elected I intend to represent all the people," said
Mrs. DeLee.
"As you all know, as long as Mr. Rivers was up
there, very little was done for the black people,"
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR
SERVICE:
experienced
mechanic, evenings and
weekends. Call 646-7657.
FOR SALE: U.S. Diving
Company scuba equipment. Bill at 654-1454.
CAT NEEDS HOME: Love
her and she's yours. Lovely
black and gray spayed
Tiger cat. Please call 8823940.

Starring:

ANTHONY QUINN

OSKAR WERNER

LAURENCE OLIVIER

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 1971
7:00 P. M.

Baptist Student Union Center
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

she said. "Sure there were jobs in the navy yard,
but if you did not get a job there, you were out of
work."
"We got some bad Congressmen up there, black
and white," she added. "That's why we need more
women there."

Classifieds
PERSONAL: Pam, gee
whiz, you're neat and sweet
and can't be beat.
LOST: Man's yellow-gold
ID bracelet. Lost in vicinity
of East Campus canteen. If
found, please contact Brad
Keeney at 656-6800.
FOR HIRE: Johnny Ward
— for High Court.

WANTED: Votes for Bill
Nelson for Court of Lesser
Appeals.
NEEDED:
Tommy
Crenshaw on the Court of
Lesser Appeals.
FOR SALE: Fender super
reverb amp. Must sell. Call
Larry at 656-6806.
FOUND: A High Court
judge — Ron Twitty.

Fri. & Sat. • Feb. 26-27
ANTHONY QUINN
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The Men's Shop with the Campus
Man in Mind —

Special Late Shows 10:30
Fri. & Sat. • Feb. 26-27
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i.JS RICHARD KILEY
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COLOR
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Sun.-Mon. • Feb. 28-Mar. 1

STANLEY KRAMER
presents

IT'S A MAO,
MAD, MAD,
MAD WORLD'
filmed in
ULTRA PANAVISIONS TECHNICOLOR*
ri=si -«^.
Re-released thru
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SHOES OF THE FISHERMAN

Mrs. DeLee

United Artists

Starring
SID CAESAR
BUDDY HACKETT
Tues.-Wed. • Mar. 2-9
?0th Century Fox presents
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m 1 Love and

ITS Death
CLEMSON THEATRE

Bass

Jockey

Gant

Clubman

Bostonian

Manhattan

Levi

Botany 500

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL ITEMS

